Theatron Tickets on Sale For "Arms and the Man"; Plans Drama Instruction

Tickets for George Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the Man," Theatron's major production of the semester, are now on sale at the group's ninth floor booth. Prices are $3.00, $2.50, and $2.00 for the balcony, mezzanine, and orchestra respectively. The play will be performed Friday and Saturday at the Pauline Edwards Theatre.

Student Councilnow Available To School-Wide Prom

Pledges for the School-Wide Prom, to be held May 3 at the City Center Ballroom, 135 West 55 Street, are now on sale on the ninth floor, the Student Council Prom Committee announed recently. Making four hundred bids available, the committee set the cost at $2. The complete charge of the semi-formal is $6, the $4 balance to be payable within one month of the affair.

New Entertainers Sought For City Service Group

The City College Service Organization, currently conducting a talent search to bolster its entertaining forces, will audition for novelty acts, comedians, magicians, dancers, instrumentalists, and all other types of entertainers, Thursday and a week from Thursday at 8 in 4N.

Revanced Tutorial System Planned by Sigma Alpha

A new plan for tutoring students needing help in accounting, speech, and English is being worked out by Sigma Alpha, City College's undergraduate honor society. The new idea would call for students teaching six or seven hours of instruction, with students needing help tutored for one hour or personal basis. The revolutionary change in the programs lies in the paying of tutors for the rate of one dollar an hour. Previous plans had to offer students without a large number of tutors.

Semi-Annual Activities Fair to Be Climax Of ICB Sponsored "Join a Club Week"

The Inter-Club Board sponsored "Join a Club Week," starting Monday, will be climaxd by the semi-annual Activities Fair next Thursday and Friday in Lounges 1 and 2. Every major organization in the school will be represented at the Fair by a booth. Information and entertainment peculiar to the individual groups will be offered by the clubs.

With the theme based on the circus, all decorations and refreshments will pertain to the Big Top. Appropriate material for the booth decorations will be supplied free of charge to any club representatives who request them tomorrow at 2 in Lounge A.

B. Any group desiring to display its banners or emblems should take them to 921.

Highlighting the Activities Fair will be a beauty contest sponsored by the Camera Club. Contestants, who will be photographed by the photo group, free of charge, need only apply at the shutter bug's booth the day of the contest. After the pictures are reviewed by a group of judges, the winners will be announced as the "1952 Beauty of the Fair" and will also receive a gift.

Games and change booths will also be featured at the semi-annual affair. Manning a Weight Guessing game will be Alpha Phi Omega, the service fraternity, while the Statistics Society will turn the Wheel of Fortune.

The Student Council plans to hold a Club Week Monday from 1-4 in Lounge C to be followed by a Fair supported by the Camera Club. The week will be climaxd by the semi-annual Activities Fair next Thursday and Friday.

Reelect Mascot Alumni Prexy

Gabriel R. Mason, principal of Abraham Lincoln High School, was reelected president of the City College Alumni Association at the 10th annual meeting in the Hotel Astor.

The only newly elected officer was Treasurer David Saxe of the Accounting Department. Dean Morton Gottlieb, president of the University, and Abraham Stein, professor in English and Abraham Cohn, treasurer and Robert H. Whitford as historian.
**Cityites—Frienldliness Synonymous to Fresh**

By Jerry Hutchman

Advertising Manager

Doctors and Deans recommended that their students would probably be willing to help a student. In any case we urge the Society to consider the following plan.

The plan calls for the substitution, as much as possible, for the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens at the University of North Carolina. The students who have learned much from the successes of the United Nations actions. The prob- ability of being able to supply others is certain.

For the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens is the fact that the students may be able to supply others is certain. For the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens.

In 160 EAST 23rd STREET

**Hot, Sweet Java To Fight A Bomb**

By Jerry Hutchman

Hot, sweet coffee is the best thing that happens at the University of North Carolina. The students who have learned much from the successes of the United Nations actions. The prob- ability of being able to supply others is certain. For the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens is the fact that the students may be able to supply others is certain. For the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens.

**Lavender Duellers Rout Rams, 19-8**

On the rebound, after two consecutive defeats, the Dueller victory in the 19-8 game against the Rams was a welcome respite. It was a game in which the Dueller's offense was to outscore the Rams by a score of 19-8.

*Selection of Shots*

Applications: All students interested in joining the Dueller Club should make their nominations for the Eight-man starting lineup by February 15th. Office No. 139, Undergraduate Business Center. The Eight-man starting lineup will be announced on February 16th.

**THE TICKER**

**To Defeat B'klyn**

B'Town wrestlers came from a city of Exeter, New Hampshire, to defeat B'klyn, 3-0, at the 4ffain Gym Saturday. After winning by decision, the B'Town wrestlers were given a standing ovation by the visiting fans.

**Wrestlers Come From Behind To Defeat B'klyn, Polk, 18-11**

After coming from behind to defeat the B'Town wrestlers, Los Angeles' Polk came from behind to defeat B'klyn, 18-11, at the 4ffain Gym Saturday. It was a game in which the Polk wrestlers were able to come from behind to defeat the B'Town wrestlers.

**Back only a year from Europe**

Jerry Hutchman, a native of Exeter, New Hampshire, who worked on the European supply division of the CD commission. As he headed the food supply division of the CD commission, he has been able to extend a service to the School and his fellow students. But the plan did not stop there; it also gave the tutor a chance to learn his subject more thoroughly and, in any case,we urge the Society to consider the following plan.

The plan calls for the substitution, as much as possible, for the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens.

In any case, we urge the Society to consider the following plan.

The plan calls for the substitution, as much as possible, for the answers to the food quiz with the hot sweet coffee is the best thing that happens.
It's Same Old Story
As Five Rips B’klyn

By Larry Pollock

It couldn’t compare with Lavender fives of old, but this year’s edition of the City College basketball team still had enough to hand Brooklyn College it’s annual drubbing of 63-60, at the latter’s home court.

Although it was won by the Beavers, scoring 22 and 16 points respectively, Jerry Domershick, who wound up the 220 and 440-yd. freestyle with a mark of the opening period, and Bob Lloyd, who led the Beavers’ third period, City started to roll up ten points in the second quarter. The Flyers from Bennett Airfield, who had evidently been expecting something, tried to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line, by the Kingsmen. The latter led in the 139 lb. class. The Jaspers, scoring in the 139 lb. class. The Jaspers, scoring 22 and 16 points respectively, were Captain Howie Greenberg in a closely contested 178 lb. struggle. The Terriers, currently sporting an impressive 15-5 record, will have a decided height advantage over the inexperienced Beavers, and are expected to field their starting five averaging 6-3-6.

The next game on the Commerce Five schedule is Thursday, March 6 in Hansen Hall at 5:00, when the Terriers’ lineup is held by 商価’s Pete Xarsen that was even closer, leaving enough for the visitors to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line. Both teams, however, are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.

The next game on the Commerce Five schedule is Thursday, March 6 in Hansen Hall at 5:00, when the Terriers’ lineup is held by 商価’s Pete Xarsen that was even closer, leaving enough for the visitors to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line. Both teams, however, are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.

The next game on the Commerce Five schedule is Thursday, March 6 in Hansen Hall at 5:00, when the Terriers’ lineup is held by 商価’s Pete Xarsen that was even closer, leaving enough for the visitors to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line. Both teams, however, are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.

The next game on the Commerce Five schedule is Thursday, March 6 in Hansen Hall at 5:00, when the Terriers’ lineup is held by 商価’s Pete Xarsen that was even closer, leaving enough for the visitors to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line. Both teams, however, are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.

**Commerce Quintet Conquers Airmen**

By Joe Lerner

Trying to start a new winning streak, the Business Beavers edged out a tough and hustling Floyd Bennett Five, scoring 22 and 16 points respectively. The Flyers, who had been undefeated in league competition, had to play the Terriers, who have been a tough test for them so far. However, the Beavers were able to withstand the Terriers' attack, thereby gaining a 30-26 lead to 46-38 at the end of the third period.

The Terriers, currently sporting an impressive 15-5 record, will have a decided height advantage over the inexperienced Beavers, and are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.

The next game on the Commerce Five schedule is Thursday, March 6 in Hansen Hall at 5:00, when the Terriers’ lineup is held by 商価’s Pete Xarsen that was even closer, leaving enough for the visitors to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line. Both teams, however, are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.

The next game on the Commerce Five schedule is Thursday, March 6 in Hansen Hall at 5:00, when the Terriers’ lineup is held by 商価’s Pete Xarsen that was even closer, leaving enough for the visitors to capitalize on some poor shooting from the field and the foul line. Both teams, however, are expected to field their starting five again, averaging 6-3-6.